
PRODUCT CATALOGUE



AQUE ZONE was founded in 2015 quickly gained 

the support and respect of valued customers as an 

industrial reseller providing an extensive product 

range, competitive pricing and service excellence. 

            Our key markets are gold mines, 

           power stations, construction and 

                  chemical manufacturing 

                               industries.

The core business is to 

supply competitive brands 

in “EDGE” precision tools, 

specialized industrial products 

and high temperature steel.

Our product excellence offered by Aque Zone 

team located in Johannesburg, Durban and 

Capetown. Some consider Aque Zone for 

informative selling techniques and on-going 

technical after-sales backup services 

a fresh approach to an otherwise 

technically deprived market 

sector.

ABOUT US



The Aque Zone team have always actively applied their wealth 

of technical knowledge and acclaimed problem solving 

capabilities to develop products that meet the highest 

performance and quality standards.

Aque Zone products are born out of industry with the range 

and specifications formulated and refined to offer clients the 

very best value for money.



WHY US



. Respected and Supported By Customers

With Aque Zone having only been founded in 2015, it has rapidly gained 
the respect and support of esteemed customers as an industrial reseller 
providing an extensive product range, competitive pricing and service 
excellence. This achievement in such a short amount of time, proves we 
are dedicated and devoted to ensuring our customers always feel 
appreciated and shown respect.

. Superior Quality Products

Aque Zone brings together safety, functionality, quality and design whilst 
staying in trend with the rapid advances in the construction industry. We 
pride ourselves in supplying competitive brands in “EDGE” precision 
cutting tools, specialized industrial products and high temperature steel. 
Aque Zone strives to ensure that customers rest assured knowing they 
have been equipped with products superior in quality and design, and 
most importantly, keep their workers safe.

. Competitively-Priced Products

Our products are competitively-priced compared to the competition. We 
manage to control our prices by diligently controlling our costs whilst still 
ensuring we do not compromise on our rigorous quality standards.

. Unmatched Professionalism and Customer Service

We firmly believe that what we do represents our name and our brand. In 
everything we do, we strive to personalize our customers’ experience, 
ensuring they get what they want, when they want and how they want, 
whilst remaining professional, always.



O U R  C ATA L O G U E



FOOTWEAR 



BOVA CHELSEA 90006BOVA MAVERICK 60002BOVA TRAINER 60012

FOOTWEAR
Aque Zone is synonymous with quality, reliability and innovatively designed safety boots and shoes. Stocking a brand such as Bova footwear, which represents
about 35% of South Africa’s annual production of safety shoes and boots, portrays the level of dedication shown towards supplying customers with high quality
and reliable footwear.

LEMAITRE OUTENIQUA SAFETY BOOTLEMAITRE 8031 MAXECO SAFETY BOOTLEMAITRE 8002 QUEST SAFETY SHOE

FRAMS BLUE EXECUTIVE SPORT 
SAFETY SHOES 2913

FRAMS BLACK RUBBER SAFETY 
CHUKKA BOOT 4060

FRAMS GREY SPORT SAFETY 
CHUKKA BOOT 4923

FUEL 9667 PINATUBO 
SAFETY BOOT

FUEL 9668 PELEE WELDERS 
SAFETY BOOT

FUEL 9688 AVALANCHE 
FREEZER BOOT

Tyra  / 55012Angelina  / 55003Cate  / 54002



HEAD 
AND EYE WEAR



DROMEX EYEWEAR
When considering which safety eyewear to supply to its customers, Aque Zone brings together safety, functionality, quality and design, in order to keep pace
with the rapid advances in the construction industry.

Aque Zone is proud to supply a brand such as Dromex that is well-known and trusted in the supply of technology solutions and personal protective equipment,
complementing Aque Zone’s will to supply exceptional safety eyewear.

3M™ Scotchgard™ Anti - Fog Lens Coating 3M™ Safety Goggles, Anti-Scratch / Anti-Fog
Clear Lens, 2890

Overspectacles

Safety Readers 3M™ SecureFit™ Safety Spectacles Series Specialist

3M™ SecureFit™ Safety Spectacles, Anti-Scratch / Anti-Fog
Clear Lens, SF201AS/ AF





PROTECTIVE 
WEAR



HONEYWELL GLOVES
To ensure that jobs are done safely and effectively, it is imperative a superior brand is selected. A brand so superior that it goes beyond just protection, to also 
include elements that improve grip, dexterity, and tactile sensitivity, ensuring workers get the job done and above all else, are always safe. A brand identified
and supplied by Aque Zone that fits the description so well, is Honeywell gloves, with their wide-ranging selection of superior work gloves.

NorthFlex Cold Grip Plus 5™ Grip N® Kevlar® - Hot Mill - 52/7457

NorthFlex Cold Grip Plus 5™ Grip N® Double - Nitrile Coated Gloves

CSM and Neoprene, Lead-Loaded Glovebox Glove - 8NLY3032 CSM Lead-Loaded Glovebox Gloves - 8YLY3032



FFP2S NR Dust/Mist Respirator
FFP2S NR Dust/Mist Respirator

Single Half Mask (Box and Lid)Twin Half Mask (Box and Lid)

EPDM Direct Thread Full Face Mask
Premier Plus Hood with Bib 

and Harness Coated



REFLECTIVE 
WEAR



Anti static & flame reratdant 
Reflective vest

Flame retardant reflective vest Reflective vest with 
zip off sleeves

Green Reflective vest
- First Aid

Reflective safety jackets Reflective bunny jacket

Reflective crossover bibReflective convoy jacket Reflective 100% cotton golfers

REFLECTIVE WEAR

Reflective clothing is important in every industry for safety reasons. Aque Zone takes pride in supplying its customers with a wide range of superior quality
reflective clothing consisting of reflective vests, reflective bodywarmers, reflective winter jackets and much more.



Reflective bib netted 2 tone long sleeve 
reflective vest

Reflective vest mesh 
fabric en471

Reflective vest mesh 
fabric en471



INDUSTRIAL
CHEMICALS



INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS

Aque Zone also stocks premium industrial chemicals such as Ardrox.  We stock quality paint and scale removers, exterior cleaners and engine compressor 
cleaners all from the well-established Ardrox brand.



1A Clifton Rd, 34 Kildrummy Close
Paulshof
Johannesburg

+27 (0) 73 344 5793  

mthokozisi@aquezone.com

www.aquezone.com


